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Dear Friends
Today, the leadership of Association of Land & Land Reforms Officers’, West Bengal

has discussed several issues including Service, Mutaion of Land, Promotion etc. with respected

Secretary & LRC Madam and other Senior Officers of our Department. It is pertinent to mention

that LRC Madam on her own moton has referred our two letters which were issued in connection

with the Service matter and work of mutation to dispose the pendency in a rational manner and

acknowledge our suggestions as pretty good.

1) Regarding Service, LRC Madam has ensured that the proposal is ready and to be placed before the

Cabinet after the Puja Vacation . The entire Cadre of SRO-I and SRO-II is proposed to be included in

the service . Revenue Officer is proposed to be sole feeder of the service. Regarding feeder to WBCS

(Exe.), there will be a good chance to a Revenue Officer by exercising the option. However, the full

detail of such feeder is yet to be determined. Please remember that ourassociation had persisted to this

type of service formation since long and there was no departure from our demand on a single occasion.

2) The LRC Madam whole heartedly praised the sacrifices and the achievements of our cadre, specially

Block Level Officers, who lowered the figure of pending Mutation to a decent figure. She assured that

within a very short span of time, the normal working schedule will be restored . She highly

appreciated our proposal of deployment of officers in each district/block as per demand and assured

that will be taken care of.

3) The LRC Madam also ensured that she will inform all the DL&LROs, so that during the Puja Days

their will be no disposal of Mutation cases.

4) She informed us that every possible steps will be taken to provide Vehicle to the Blocks through out

the year and Generator support at the remote blocks.

C
Chanchal Samajder

General Secretary


